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Panorama — More Than Just Central Management
Panorama reduces network complexity with logical, functional device groups, simplifies 
network management with easy, global policy control, and reduces the time that threats linger 
on your network with actionable data highlighting critical information for response prioritiza-
tion. Leading automated threat correlation enables users to detect advanced threats that would 
otherwise go unnoticed by connecting the dots between indicators of compromise (IoCs) across 
your entire network.

Panorama offers the same look and feel as any Palo Alto Networks® Next-Generation 
Firewall management interface. With no additional user interfaces required, you will be 
up and running with Panorama in no time. In fact, the Application Command Center (ACC) 
within Panorama presents all network and threat information across the entire network in 
customizable, meaningful and actionable dashboards.
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The term network security has become synonymous with  complex 
network architecture, as well as administrative nightmares 
and increased threat exposure. A multitude of security point 
 deployments, diverse management consoles, and complex and 
outdated security policies spread across multiple rule bases makes 
it nearly impossible to effectively manage these networks. Many 
organizations have accepted this management nightmare as the 
status quo and think improvement of this situation is not possible. 
Panorama™ network security management empowers you with 
easy-to-implement, consolidated policy creation and  management. 
Set up and control next-generation firewalls centrally with 
 industry-leading functionality and an efficient rule base, and  
gain insight into network-wide threats.

Panorama Highlights

• Intuitive and powerful policy control with a single security rule base

• Enterprise-class management capabilities, hierarchical device groups, 
 template stacks and more

• Actionable insight into traffic and threats with the powerful Application 
 Command Center (ACC)

• Scalable and flexible deployment options

• Aggregated logging and event correlation across next-generation firewall 
and Traps™ advanced endpoint protection
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YOU NEED WE OFFER

Reduced management complexity Panorama offers simplified management, rule setting and consolidated reporting for your entire network of next-generation firewalls. 
Control your network from a central location while reducing your reliance on local management and the complexity of your network 
of local system administrators. The user interface looks and feels like the next-generation firewall user interfaces you are used to from 
Palo Alto Networks.

Simplified rule base Manage your network with a single security rule base for firewalls, threat prevention, URL filtering, application awareness, user 
identification, file blocking and data filtering. Panorama provides static rules in a dynamic network environment. This crucial 
simplification reduces your workload and provides operational OPEX savings. In addition, this enhances security because rules 
are easier to understand and update.

Scalable and flexible network Flexible deployment options include hierarchical structure with device groups and log collectors that can support your business growth.

Focus on important traffic and threats The Application Command Center (ACC) brings the benefit of valuable network visibility, automatic global reporting, and 
 consolidation of data for actionable information about network traffic and threats across your network

Enhanced security context beyond the firewall Panorama ingests logs from the next-generation firewall and Traps advanced endpoint protection, and automatically correlates 
events across the network and endpoint devices to surface threats that would otherwise remain hidden. Querying and correlation 
based on aggregated logs provide comprehensive visibility and insight.

Reduced dependence on manual actions Automation features, like tagging an IP address for a policy action or triggering an action on a third-party system, allow for 
 instantaneous responses to security incidents and reduce the number of actions that human analysts need to take.

“WE CAN VIEW GLOBAL TRAFFIC AND ACTIVITIES, CHANGE AND ISSUE RULES RIGHT AWAY. IF 
THERE IS A MALWARE ATTEMPT, IN ONE CLICK I CAN ADDRESS THE TARGET IP AND DISTRIBUTE THE 
 SECURITY SOLUTION TO EVERYONE ALL OVER THE WORLD. WITH PANORAMA, WE CAN APPLY RULES 
AND FIXES TO EVERY DEVICE IN SECONDS.”

 Islam Masoud | Security Operations Manager, OSRAM


